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Introduction: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasonography are often used for pre-surgical planning of complex 
gynecological cases. However, their usefulness for appreciating complex anatomy by surgeons may be limited. 
Consequently, surgeons commonly rely on radiological reports which are limited to the description of the number, size, 
relative orientation, and location of lesion(s) to adjacent structures. Conversion of two-dimensional (2D) radiographic images 
to 3D-rendered images and 3D-printed models are used to help with pre-surgical planning in various surgical specialties, 
such as orthopedics and neurology, and can improve a surgeon’s understanding of complex anatomy and confidence in 
their surgical plan. 
We present a technical synopsis of the basic steps required to create patient-specific anatomically accurate 3D models in 

the context of benign gynecology from MRI as well as the application of 3D models in two cases of complex myomectomy.  
 
Methods: Patients received a standard of care pelvic MRI with additional 2mm T2 isometric sequenced images acquired for 
3D printing purposes. DICOM images were imported into Materialise Mimics 20.0 software. Relevant anatomical structures 
were semi-automatically segmented using a combination of functions such as thresholding, split mask and multiple-slice 
editing. The segmented structures (3D masks) were converted into 3D digital models and imported into Materialise 3-matic 
software. Surface smoothing and boolean operations were applied in 3-matic to prepare the models for 3D printing. The 3D 
digital models were exported as .STL files and then imported into the 3D printing slicing software GrabCAD Print. 

Models were printed using a Connex 3 Objet 500 3D printer in a combination of transparent and opaque material. Material 
type and color was chosen based on tissue type: uterine fibroids were printed in opaque magenta material, endometrium in 
opaque white/cyan material, and non-neoplastic anatomy (myometrium, cervix) in clear material to maximize visualization of 
underlying lesions. Support material was removed post-printing using a pressure washing station. Gynecologic surgeons 
completed questionnaires about their pre-operative plan before and after viewing the models.  
 
Results: Case 1: A 42-year-old G0P0 presenting with bulk symptoms showed a 25-week enlarged uterus with 25+ intramural 
fibroids and an obscured endometrium on MRI. A 3D model was created at 50% scale (box dimensions: 11.5x10.4x8.5cm) 
with a print time of 11hrs14min. The model helped surgeons plan for removal of a possible cervical fibroid and identify an 
efficient course of excision. Forty-eight subserosal and two submucosal fibroids were removed with no intra-/post-operative 
complications. 
Case 2: An asymptomatic 45-year-old G5P1 presenting with infertility had an MRI depicting a multifibroid uterus with 
predominant submucosal fibroid displacing fundal portion of endometrium. A 3D model was printed at 100% scale (box 
dimensions: 8.9x14.0x17.6cm) with a print time of 16hrs10min. After reviewing the model, the surgeons’ perceived surgical 
complexity, risk of blood transfusion, and allocated surgical time was increased.  
 
Conclusion: Patient specific 3D anatomical models can increase a surgeon’s understanding of the spatial relationship 
between fibroids, non-neoplastic myometrium, and endometrium, which in turn, may optimize pre-operative decision making, 
increase intra-operative performance, decrease surgical complication rates, and improve patient outcomes.  
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